An ideal Bose-gas confined in a harmonic potential is studied. The thermodynamic properties of the said system are obtained in a general case of D dimensions, where D can be fractional (this corresponds to, e.g., porous medium). For the critical temperature, expansions with respect to the number of particles in the system are obtained. Numerical study is made for D = ln 8/ ln 3 corresponding to the dimensionality of the so-called Sierpiński carpet.
Introduction
The achievement of the Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) in ultracold trapped alkali gases [1, 2] stimulated the studies of the properties of trapped degenerate bosonic systems at various conditions. In particular, the effects of a finite number of particles on BEC of an ideal gas was discussed in theoretical works [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , where the corrections to the bulk properties were found. Bose-systems in porous medium are also under extensive study, in particular, He 4 properties in porous glasses [8] , aerogel [9, 10] , nanoporous gelsil glass [11] . It is suggested that the presence of a porous medium can be analyzed by finding an analogy with fractional dimensionality [12] [13] [14] . This concept also appears effectively in the studies of systems confined in external potentials, cf. [15, 16] . An approach to the problem of a finite bosonic system for a general case of D dimensions with D not necessarily being integer is given in this work.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 the calculation scheme is given and formulae for numerical calculations are written. Semiclassical approach is also analyzed. The corrections to the transition temperature due to the finite number of particles are found analytically in Sect. 3. Thermodynamic properties of a bosonic system confined by a harmonic potential are calculated numerically in Sect. 4 for a particular case of a fractional D corresponding to the Sierpiński carpet.
General calculation scheme
For the calculation of thermodynamic functions the following simple procedure is used. The number of particles N is related to the fugacity z and temperature T as
where
is the occupation of the lowest energy level, ε n is the single-particle energy spectrum, and g n is the degeneracy of the n-th level. Let us note that N 0 is a macroscopic number only if the Bose-condensation occurs. Equation (1) gives z as an implicit function of N and T . It can be used for the calculation of energy
where the lowest energy level is taken zero. The temperature derivative of the energy is the heat capacity C = dE/ dT .
System of oscillators in D dimensions
Consider a system of N harmonic oscillators confined in isotropic harmonic trap. The single-particle energy spectrum is given by ε n = ωn. In one dimension (1D), the degeneracy g n = 1, in 2D g n = n + 1, and in 3D g n = (n + 2)(n + 1)/2. That is, the degeneracy in D dimensions is given by the binomial coefficient
A natural generalization of the above expression for a continuous D is as follows, cf. [17] :
That is, Eq. (1) becomes in this case
One can also write a similar expression for the energy from Eq. (2).
Semiclassical approach
In the semiclassical approach, the discreteness of the energy levels is neglected, and the domain of the space accessible for a particle in an external field is defined by the classical turning points [15] . For the oscillator (531)
A. Rovenchak problem, the particle energy is given by ε = p 2 /2m + mω 2 q 2 /2, where p is the momentum absolute value and q is that of the coordinate.
After simple transformations [15] , one can obtain an analogue of Eq. (1), cf. also [13] :
where Li D z is the polylogarithm function:
Critical temperature T c (the temperature at which the Bose-condensation starts) is defined by two conditions, N 0 = 0 and z = 1. From Eq. (6) one thus obtains
Let us note that the above result is valid only for D > 1 and there is no indication of the Bose-condensation in harmonic trap for D ≤ 1 in the semiclassical approach.
The condensate fraction is given by
and the energy equals
At T < T c the heat capacity is
At T > T c , Eq. (6) for z should be solved numerically.
1/N -expansions for critical temperature
Before proceeding to the exact calculations using Eq. (5) it is worth to note what is the thermodynamic limit for the problem under consideration. A hint might be seen in Eq. (7): T c remains constant if ωN 1/D = const. This is in fact the thermodynamic limit condition and such a relation might be obtained from different considerations [18] . To simplify the calculations it is convenient to use further ω as a unit for both energy and temperature. Also, the following notation will be used:
The critical temperature of the system with discrete spectrum is thus defined from:
To handle this expression, one can use the Stirling formula for the gamma-functions and obtain an asymptotic expansion
In the limit of large N the summation of the first term can be done using the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula
where . . . denotes small corrections from the 2nd and next terms in the Euler-Maclaurin formula and o(T c ) means the items which can be neglected comparing to T c . The second term in Eq. (13) gives the following contribution:
This expansion is correct for D < 2. For other values the estimation can be done in a slightly different way. The remaining terms in Eq. (13) can be evaluated as shown above, however, they give small corrections and can be neglected.
Collecting the calculated sums, one can write the expansion for the critical temperature T
Numerical results and discussion
The numerical analysis is made for the dimensionality corresponding to the Sierpiński carpet, a fractal object with the Hausdorff dimension D = ln 8/ ln 3 = 1.892789 . . . . As fractals of this type lack translational symmetry, the results of the calculations are not to be applied directly for such objects -this value of D was chosen arbitrarily. The results of the direct solution of Eqs. (1), (2) [3] , where the calculations were made for one and three dimensions, and [19] with the analysis of one and two dimensions, as well as with Monte Carlo simulations of a two-dimensional Bose gas [20] . Typical behavior of the heat capacity and condensate fraction in the vicinity of the transition temperature consists in smearing of the transition region and smoothing the respective curves as the number of particles decreases, as well as in the lowering of the transition temperature, cf. e.g. [4] . The results also correlate with the analysis of trapped weakly interacting bosons in two dimensions [21] and with the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov treatment of a quasi-two-dimensional trapped Bose system [22] . One should note that a harmonically trapped system in D dimensions effectively corresponds (in the semiclassical approach) to an ideal system in a 2D-dimensional rigid box, cf. [16] .
Summary
To summarize, the deviation from the semiclassical approach is analyzed and the corrections due to the discreteness of the energy levels are found. Obtained analytical dependence for the critical temperature are useful for the study of the influence of finite number of particles on physical properties of bosonic systems. Numerical results show that discreteness of the energy levels must be taken into consideration when analyzing in detail the temperature domain in the vicinity of the Bose-condensation point.
